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Abstract. This paper presents a general framework for understanding

precedence-based memory models, which are generalizations of standard
multiprocessor models. Precedence-based models need not mention processes explicitly, and can express any conditions that rely only on some
operations being required to precede other operations. We de ne a generalized notion of sequential consistency and per-location sequential consistency in this framework, and we analyze the Backer algorithm used in
the Cilk system [3], showing that it implements per-location sequential
consistency. We also give conditions under which client processes cannot
distinguish a per-location sequentially consistent memory from a sequentially consistent one.

1 Introduction
As distributed systems become ubiquitous, it becomes increasingly important to
develop convenient ways to program these systems. Ideally, programs should express naturally the programmer's intention, and be easy to understand and reason
about carefully. They should also be able to be implemented eciently on multiprocessor systems, exploiting locality, re-ordering, and other techniques that mask
disk and communication latency, to deliver high performance.
One common approach is to provide the processes with shared memory, which
appears as though it is maintained by a single process. This provides programmers
with relatively simple and intuitive semantics, called sequential consistency [11].
Unfortunately, maintaining such guarantees is expensive, even impossible on some
systems. Thus, some systems are willing to tolerate some inconsistency in order
to improve performance.
In order to reason about these systems, many weaker memory models have
been proposed, such as processor consistency [9], release consistency [7], location
consistency [6], scope consistency [10], eventual-serializability [5], dag-consistency
[3], and others (see [1]). Unfortunately, these models are de ned using di erent
formalisms, and some of them do not even have formal de nitions, making it hard
to compare them rigorously.
Another drawback of sequential consistency and most of the models mentioned
above is that the programmer must explicitly indicate which process issues each
operation. Thus they cannot model systems such as Cilk [4, 13], which do not
make processes directly accessible to the programmer.
?
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This paper presents a general framework for understanding precedence-based
memory models, which are generalizations of standard multiprocessor models.

Precedence-based models allow clients to issue operations concurrently, specifying
dependencies on other operations, but not exclusivity requirements. They need
not mention processes explicitly, and can express any conditions that rely only
on some operations being required to precede other operations. We believe this
captures an interesting set of memory models that can be understood in a uni ed
framework. This work is intended to provide structure to the eld of modelling
distributed memories, allowing us to categorize and compare models more easily,
and also prove some general properties about them.
The memory may represent any deterministic serial data type with a generic set
of operators, O. However, to model distributed memories, operations are allowed
to be concurrent, and may even be re-ordered by the system. The degree to which
this is allowed de nes the memory model. In the pure precedence-based memories
described here, each operation can specify a set of operations that must precede
it, thus de ning a partial order of the requested operations.
In this framework, we de ne a generalized version of sequential consistency,
and also per-location sequential consistency, which is similar to cache coherence
in systems with caching. We demonstrate conditions under which the two are
equivalent.
An important part of this work involves carefully specifying the serial semantics of the data, identifying characteristics that are important when concurrent
operations are introduced. We consider how restrictions on the clients, or on the
types of operations that can be applied to the data, can be used to guarantee
greater consistency.
To demonstrate the utility of this framework, we formally specify and analyze
the Backer algorithm used in the Cilk system [3], and we show that it implements
per-location sequential consistency for read/write memories.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de nes some conventions used throughout the paper and Section 3 describes the formal model.
Section 4 characterizes the serial semantics of the data. The general framework
for precedence-based memories is presented in Section 5, and sequential consistency and per-location sequential consistency are de ned in Section 6. Section 7
describes the Backer algorithm, and sketches the idea of its proof. Finally, Section
8 discusses related work and future directions for research.

2 Mathematical Conventions
We denote a sequence by ha; b; c; : : :i, and the empty sequence by . S  denotes
the set of nite sequences of a set S , and S + = S  fg. The concatentation of
sequences and is denoted by  . This notation is overloaded for adding a
single element to a sequence, i.e., e  = hei  and  e =  hei. We denote
the ith element of by i. The restriction jS of a sequence to a set S is the
subsequence of consisting of all the elements of S in . A sequence is an
interleaving of two sequences and 0 if and 0 are disjoint subsequences of
that together contain all the elements of .

We denote the image of a set S  A under f : A ! B by f (S ) = ff (a) : a 2 S g,
and the image of a sequence 2 A under f by f ( ), i.e., f ( )i = f ( i ) for all i.
We use 2S to denote the power set of S . A partial function from A to B is denoted
f : A ! B? , where B? is the lifted set B [ f?g. ? is not contained in non-lifted
sets and indicates that the function is not de ned at a value.
A partial order is any binary relation that is transitive and anti-symmetric; it
need not be re exive nor irre exive. Two partial orders 1 and 2 are consistent
if they do not order any two elements di erently, i.e., for all distinct e; e0 , either
e 61 e0 or e0 62 e. A partial order 1 includes 2 if 2 1 . We use 1 _ 2 to
denote the transitive closure of the union of 1 and 2 .

Theorem1.  _  is a partial order if and only if  and  are consistent.
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A serialization of a set S is a sequence that contains each element uniquely. A
serialization of S de nes a total order  of S where i  j if i  j . It also
partially orders any superset of S , where elements of S are ordered by  and
all other elements are not ordered with respect to any elements. A serialization
is consistent with a partial order if  is, and it includes the partial order if 
does.

3 Formal Model
We use a slight simpli cation of the I/O automaton of Lynch and Tuttle [12],
ignoring the aspects related to liveness. An non-live I/O automaton A consists of:

{ three disjoint sets of actions: in (A), out (A), and int (A);
{ a set states (A) of states;
{ a nonempty subset start (A) of start states;
{ a set steps (A)  states (A)  acts (A)  states (A) of steps such that there exists
(s; ; s0 ) 2 steps (A) for all s 2 states (A),  2 in (A).
We call the actions in in (A), out (A), and int (A) the input, output, and internal
actions respectively. The input and output actions are also called external actions,
and the set of external actions is denoted by ext (A). We denote the set of all actions
of A by acts (A) = in (A) [ out (A) [ int (A). We write s ! A s0 or just s ! s0 as
shorthand for (s; ; s0) 2 steps (A).
An execution fragment s0 ; 1; s1 ; 2; s2 ; : : : is a nite or in nite sequence of
alternating states and actions such that si 1 ! si for all i. An execution is an
execution fragment with s0 2 start (A). We denote the set of executions of A by
execs (A). A state is reachable in A if it appears in any execution of A. An invariant
of A is a predicate that is true of every reachable state of A.
The external image of an execution fragment is the subsequence jext(A) of
its external actions. A trace of A is the external image of an execution, and the
set of traces is denoted by traces ( ).
We often want to specify a distributed system by specifying the components
that constitute the system. The entire system is then described by an automaton
which is the composition of the automata describing the components. Informally,
i

composition identi es actions with the same name at di erent component automata. Thus, when an action is executed, it is executed by all components with
that action. The new automaton has the actions of all its components. There are
some restrictions on the automata to be composed so that the composition makes
sense. In particular, internal actions cannot be shared, and an action can be the
output action of at most one component, and for technical reasons, actions cannot
be shared by in nitely many components.
Formally, for any index set I , a set fAigi2I of automata is compatible if
int (Ai ) \ acts (Aj ) = ; and out (Ai ) \ out (Aj ) = ; for all i; j 2 I such that i 6= j ,
and no action is in acts (Ai ) for in nitely many i 2 I . The composition A = i2I Ai
of a compatible set fAi gi2I of automata has the following components:
{ in (A) = SSi2I in (Ai ) Si2I out (Ai)
out (A) = S i2I out (Ai )
int (A) = i2I int (Ai )
{ states (A) = i2I states (Ai )
{ start (A) = i2I start (Ai) 
{ steps (A) = f(s; ; s0) : si ! A s0i or  2= acts (Ai ) ^ si = s0i for all i 2 I g
i

We denote the composition of two compatible automata A and B by A  B .
For any 2 execs (i2I Ai ), the projection jA onto Ai is the sequence 0
consisting of alternating states and actions of Ai such that 0jacts(A ) = jacts(A )
and the states of 0 are the ith component of the states in preceding the actions
in 0 . Intuitively, the projection of onto Ai is how appears to Ai . For any
2 traces (i2I Ai ), its projection jA onto Ai is the restriction jacts (A ) to the
actions of Ai . We also write execs (i2I Ai )jA and traces (i2I Ai )jA for the sets
of projections onto Ai of executions and traces of i2I Ai .
I/O automata can be used as speci cations as well as implementations. We
say that an automaton A implements another automaton B , and write A  B , if
in (A) = in (B ), out (A) = out (B ), and traces (A)  traces (B ). We say that A and
B are equivalent, and write A  B , if they implement each other.
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Theorem 2. If Ai  Bi for all i 2 I then i2I Ai  i2I Bi .
A standard way to show that one automaton implements another is to use simulations, which establish a correspondence between the states of the two automata.
Formally, if A and B are automata with in (A) = in (B ) and out (A) = out (B ) then
a simulation from A to B is a relation f between states (A) and states (B ) such

that:

{ If s 2 start (A) then there exists some u 2 start (B) such that
f (s; u).
{ For reachable states s and u of A and B, if f (s; u) and s ! A s0 , then there
exists some u0 such that f (s0 ; u0) and there is some execution fragment of B
from u to u0 with the same external image as .

Theorem 3. If there is a simulation from A to B then A  B.

4 Serial Data Type
This section introduces the formal framework to specify the serial semantics of
shared objects. This is similar to the de nitions of Lynch [12].
A serial data type D consists of a set  of states, an initial state ^ 2  , a set O
of operators, a set R of possible return values, and two functions,  :  O ! 
and R :   O ! R, which de ne the state transitions and return values of each
operator. As a shorthand, we write  (; o ) = ( (; o ); R(; o )). We de ne the
functions  :   O !  and R+ :   O+ ! R to yield the nal state and
return value of a sequence of operators applied in order. Formally,  (; ) = ,
 (;  o ) =  ( (; ); o ), and R+ (;  o ) = R ( (; ); o ).
Example 1. A read/write register with values V and initial value v0 has  = V ,
^ = v0 , O = fread g [ fwrite(v) : v 2 V g, R = V [ fack g, and  such that
 (v; read ) = (v; v) and  (v; write (v0 )) = (v0 ; ack ).

We now make several de nitions that are useful in the analysis later with
concurrent accesses to the data. We say that an operator o is oblivious to an
operator o 0 that does not a ect its return value, i.e., R+ (; ho 0; o i) = R(; o ) for
all  2  . Two operators o and o 0 commute if the nal state does not depend
on the order in which they are applied, i.e.,  (; ho ; o 0i) =  (; ho 0; o i) for all
 2  . Two sequences of operators commute if every operator of one commutes
with every operator of the other. Two operators are independent if they commute
and are oblivious to each other.
Example 2. For a read/write register, the write operators are oblivious to all operators, and the read operator commutes with all operators and is independent of
itself.

The following lemma establishes some simple but useful results:
Lemma 4. For all o 2 O and ; 0 2 O :

{ if o is oblivious to every operator in then R (;  o ) = R (; o ).
{ if o commutes with every operator in then  (;  o ) =  (; o  ).
{ if and 0 commute then  (; ) =  (;  0 ) for all  2  and all
+

interleavings of and 0.

Some data objects may be viewed as a collection of \independent" objects,
treated as a whole for convenience. Each component object may be considered to
be at a di erent location. We formalize this intuition as follows:
Given a set L of locations, f : O ! L is a location partition if operators mapped
to di erent elements are independent, i.e., for all o ; o 0 2 O, if f (o ) 6= f (o 0 ) then
o and o 0 are independent. Often, we use loc for location partitions, and write
o :loc instead of loc (o ). We say that (D; loc ) is location-based if loc is a location
partition. We say that o is performed at location o :loc . For 2 O and l 2 L,
we denote by jl the subsequence of consisting of all operators performed at l.
Similarly, if S  O, we denote by S jl the subset of operators in S performed at l.

Lemma 5. If (D; loc) is location-based then R (;  o ) = R (; jl  o ), where
+

+

l = o :loc.
Alternatively, the data type of such an object may be viewed as a composition
of simpler data types. The full version of this paper includes a formal de nition
of composition for data types, but this is omitted here due to space limitations.
Example 3. A read/write memory with addresses A and values V is the composition of read/write registers with values V indexed by A. Speci cally,  =
a2A V , ^ = (v0 )a2A , O = fread (a) : a 2 Ag [ fwrite (a; v) : a 2 A; v 2 V g,
R = V [ fack g, and  such that  ((va )a 2A ; read (a)) = ((va )a 2A ; va ), and
 ((va )a 2A ; write(a; v)) = ((va0 )a 2A ; ack ), where va0 = v and va0 = va for a0 6= a.
An operator is said to be performed at its address.
Every write operator is oblivious to all operators, every read operator commutes with all operators and is independent of all read operators. Operators performed at di erent addresses are independent, so the function that maps each
operator to its address is a location partition.
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5 Precedence-Based Memories
This section lays out the basic framework for precedence-based memories, de ning
the interface between the memory which maintains the data object and the clients
that wish to access it. We de ne the interface in a centralized fashion, with one
automaton for the clients, and one for the memory. This allows us to formulate
restrictions on the clients and memory as abstractly as possible, and to model
systems which have nonlocal dependencies, or even systems with no explicit notion
of processes. Although actual system implementations will typically have clients
running on several processors, and a distributed implementation of the memory,
these are merely particular implementations of these abstract automata. Processes
and processors are not explicit in our abstract formulation.

5.1 Some Notation and Conventions

We assume that the memory is maintaining data of type D. Memory operations
consist of a request by the client to apply a data operator and a response by the
memory system with the return value. To distinguish di erent requests of the same
data operator, operations are tagged with identi ers from a set I . No identi er
may be used in more than one request. A request also speci es a set of identi ers
of operations on which the requested operation depends, i.e., the operations that
must precede it. To simplify notation, we denote an operation by its identi er, and
assume there is a function op : I ! O that maps each identi er to its associated
operator, and that this function is statically determined.
If is a sequence of unique identi ers containing id then retval (id ; ) =
R+ (^; op ( 0)), where 0 is the pre x of ending with id . This function gives
the return value of an operation given the sequence of operations performed.
If (D; loc ) is location-based then for l 2 L, 2 I  , and S  I , we use
S jl = fid 2 S : op (id ):loc = lg and jl = jIj . The following lemmas express
some simple results for operations on location-based data:
l

Lemma 6. For l 2 L, 2 I  , op ( )jl = op ( jl )
Lemma 7. For 2 I  and id in , retval (id ; ) = retval (id ; jop id :loc ).
(

)

5.2 Clients
We introduce a generic automaton which expresses the well-formedness requirements on the clients accessing the memory. Informally, these requirements are that
identi ers are unique and that operations depend only on operations that have
already been requested. This prevents cyclic dependencies. We also maintain some
useful bookkeeping variables.
Note that this one automaton models all the clients together. This allows us
to specify more general and abstract programming systems which may not have
any explicit notion of processes, such as the Cilk system [4, 13]. This is important
because the speci cation of practical programming systems is an active area of
research. Systems in which the process that issues each request is explicit can
easily be modelled in this framework by incorporating the process identi er into
the operation identi er, or even the operator.

Generic Clients Automaton: GC (O; I )
State

Used : a set of identi ers, initially empty.
prev : I ! 2I ? ; identi ers of client-speci ed preceding operations, initially all ?.

Actions
Output request (id ; prev )
Pre: id 2= Used
prev  Used
E : Used Used [ fid g
prev (id )

prev

Input response(id ; v)
E : None

Since O and I are xed, we usually drop them from the notation. A clients
automaton is any automaton that implements GC . We assume that every clients

automaton has these state variables, and updates them in exactly this fashion.1
It is easy to see that Used is redundant since Used = fid : prev (id ) 6= ?g. We
derive from prev a partial order c that is the re exive and transitive closure of
f(id ; id 0 ) : id 2 prev (id 0)g. We say that id and id 0 are concurrent in a state if
they are not ordered by c .
1

In fact, because they are only updated deterministically by external actions, the value
of these variables in any reachable state can be determined from the trace leading to
that state. These variables are useful for analysis, but a real implementation need not
maintain them.

This generic automaton speci es a very large class of automata which can
meaningfully interact with precedence-based memories. It is helpful to distinguish
families of automata within this class about which we may be able to say more. In
particular, it is useful to note clients that, when composed with a weak memory
consistency model, behave as though they were composed with a sequentially
consistent memory.
If L is a set of locations, then we say that a clients automaton C respects
f : I ! L if in every reachable state of C , for all concurrent operations id and
id 0, we have f (id ) 6= f (id 0), i.e., C does not issue concurrent operations to the
same location. If f : O ! L, we say that a client respects f if it respects op  f .
We are interested in the clients that respect location partitions. In particular,
if (D; loc ) is location-based then clients that respect loc will exhibit the same
behaviors when composed with per-location sequentially consistent memory as
when composed with globally sequentially consistent memory, as de ned later in
this paper.

5.3 Generic Precedence-Based Memory Automaton
We now present automaton for a generic precedence-based memory, without any
restrictions on the return values of operations. This automaton maintains some
data structures that are useful for understanding precedence-based memory, and
provide notation and a framework with which to understand the various memory
models. The only restrictions this automaton places on the behaviors arise from
the order speci ed by the client.

Generic Precedence-Based Memory Automaton: GPBM(D; I )
State
prev : I ! 2I ? ; client-speci ed preceding operations, initially all ?.
pending  I ; operations that still need a response, initially empty.
done  I ; operations that have been \done", initially empty.
return-value : I ! R? ; the return value for each operation, initially all ?.
Actions
Input request (id ; prev )
E : pending pending [ fid g
prev (id )

prev

Internal do-operation(id ; v)
Pre: id 2 pending done
prev (id )  done
E : done done [ fid g
return-value(id )

Output response(id ; v)
Pre: id 2 pending

v

v = return-value(id )
E : pending pending fid g

Since D and I are xed, we usually drop them from the notation. A memory
automaton is any automaton that implements GPBM. We assume that every
memory automaton has the prev and pending state variables, and updates them
exactly as above.2 We de ne c and concurrent as we did for clients automata.3

Invariant8. For GPBM:
{ id 2 pending =) prev (id ) 6= ?
{ id 2 done =) prev (id ) 6= ? ^ prev (id )  done
{ return-value (id0 ) =6 ? =) id 02 done
{ id 2 done ^ id c id =) id 2 done
5.4 The Generic Precedence-Based System
Lemma 9. GPBM and GC are compatible.
Invariant10. For GPBM  GC : GPBM:prev = GC :prev.
Because of this invariant, we do not need to distinguish the prev variables,
nor c and concurrent which are derived from prev , of the memory and clients
automata. This is true for any memory automaton M and clients automaton C .

6 Sequential Consistency
6.1 Global Sequential Consistency
In this section, we introduce a notion of sequential consistency generalized for arbitrary precedence-based memories. We specify this by an automaton, which rules
out behaviors where operations predict what operations will be requested in the
future. We present this automaton as an enhancement of the generic memory automaton. We include below only the do-operation action; the request and response
actions are unchanged.

Lemma 11. gSC (D; I )  GPBM(D; I )
Proof. The trivial relation which relates states with exactly the same state components is a simulation because request and response are identical in the two automata, and do-operation (id ; v; ) in gSC simulates do-operation (id ; v) in GPBM.

Invariant12. For gSC : There is a serialization of done consistent with c
such that retval (id ; ) = return-value (id ) for all id 2 done.
Proof. The serialization of the last do-operation action satis es these conditions.
2

As with clients automata, since these are updated deterministically by external actions,
they are determined by the trace.
3 Although Used is not a state variable of GPBM, it can be derived from prev or (as
noted) from the trace.

Global Sequential Consistency Automaton: gSC (D; I )
Actions (changes from GPBM)
Internal do-operation(id ; v; )
Pre: id 2 pending done
prev (id )  done
is a serialization of done [ fid g consistent with 
8id 0 2 done, retval (id 0 ; ) = return-value(id 0 )

c

retval (id ; ) = v
E : As before

6.2 Per-Location Sequential Consistency
For this section, we assume that (D; loc ) is location-based. Intuitively, a per-

location sequentially consistent memory maintains global sequential consistency
among operations at the same location, but makes no guarantees for operations at
di erent locations. This is similar to the coherence condition for cached systems.
As before, we present this automaton as an enhancement of GPBM, but notice
the similarity to gSC .

Per-Location Sequential Consistency Automaton: plSC (D; loc; I )
Actions (changes from GPBM)
Internal do-operation(id ; v; )
Pre: id 2 pending done
prev (id )  done
is a serialization of done jop(id ) loc [ fid g consistent with 
8id 0 2 donejop(id ) loc , retval (id 0 ; ) = return-value(id 0 )
:

retval (id ; ) = v
E : As before

c

:

Per-location sequential consistency can also be viewed, perhaps more naturally,
as a composition of sequentially consistent memory locations. Intuitively, each
operation gets \sent" to its location. To maintain the client-speci ed precedence,
however, locations need to be informed of the existence and relative order in
this precedence relation of operations at other locations. Thus, we can imagine
that each operation gets \done" at its location, but a dummy operation with its
identi er gets \sent" to all the other locations, so they can maintain the precedence
relation.

6.3 Comparing gSC and plSC
Intuitively, we can see that gSC is stronger than plSC . It is also intuitive, but

less obvious, that if the clients always explicitly order operations done at di erent
locations, then they will not be able to distinguish the two types of memory. The
following theorems formalize this intuition.

Theorem13. gSC (D; I )  plSC (D; loc; I )
Proof. The trival relation which relates states with the same state components is a
simulation because the request and response actions are identical, and do-operation (id ; v; )
in gSC simulates do-operation (id ; v; jop(id ):loc ) in plSC . This last condition follows
since any partial order consistent with is consistent with jl , and retval (id 0 ; jl) =
retval (id 0; ) for all id 0, where l = op (id 0):loc .

Theorem14. If C respects loc then plSC (D; loc; I )  C  gSC (D; I )  C .
Proof. (Sketch) Notice that because C respects loc , all operations on the same
location are totally ordered by c . This means that for each location l 2 L, there
is a unique serialization of the operations at l that is consistent with prev . Thus,
this must be a subsequence of any serialization of done in gSC . Since operators are
oblivious to operators at di erent locations, the return values are determined by
this subsequence, and these are the values that must be recorded in return-value .

7 Generic Backer Automaton
We now specify and analyze the Backer algorithm of [3]. The algorithm implements
a per-location sequentially consistent read/write memory on a multiprocessor system with a cache for each process and a shared \backing store". Operations may
depend explicitly on operations done at other processors. The coherence strategy
is simple: An operation cannot be done unless all the operations it depends on are
done at the same processor, or they have been committed to the backing store.
In addition, a read or a noop must make sure the value is not in the cache if any
operation it depends on is done by a di erent processor. That way, it will not be
keeping a stale value. A processor may also ush the value back at any time, and
may load the value whenever its own cache copy is not dirty. There are separate
internal actions for the various types of operations, instead of a single do-operation
action.
Because a read/write memory is a collection of read/write registers, it is sufcient to demonstrate that Backer implements gSC for a single register. This
automaton models a set P of processors, each of which maintains a cache copy
of a read/write register with values V , and, like gSC and plSC , is written as an
enhancement of GPBM. To analyze this automaton and show it is correct, we
need to augment it with some auxiliary variables. We also combine the read , write
and noop actions into a single do-operation action.
In order to prove that Backer implements gSC , we need several invariants. We
consider the major invariants and steps in the proof.
First, we notice that the opseq s are just serializations of the operations at each
processor, or that have been committed.

Invariant15. For Backer:
{ opseq (p) is a serialization of uncommitted
(p)
{ opseq (B) is a serialization of done Sp2P uncommitted (p)

Backer
Additional State Variables
proc : I ! P ; initially all ?
val : P ! V? ; initially all ?
lastop : P ! I? ; initially all ?
val (B) :! V ; initially v0
opseq : P ! I ; initially all 
dirty : P ! Bool ; initially all true
I
opseq(B) :! I ; initially 
uncommitted : P ! 2 ; initially all empty.
Actions
Internal do-operation(id ; p)
Pre: id 2 pending done
prev (id )  done
val (p) = ? ^ 8id 0 2 prev (id ), id 0 2= uncommitted(proc(id 0 ))
or 8id 0 2 prev (id ), proc(id 0 ) = p
E : proc(id ) p
if op (id ) = read then
if val (p) = ? then val (p) val (B)
return-value(id ) val (p)
if opseq (p) 6=  then append id to opseq (p)
if lastop(p) = ? then append id to opseq (B)
if opseq (p) =  ^ lastop(p) 6= ? then
insert id after lastop(p) in opseq (B)
lastop(p) id
if op (id ) = write (v) then
val (p) v
dirty (p) true
return-value(id ) ack
append id to opseq (p)
lastop(p) id
if op (id ) = noop then
return-value(id ) ack
if opseq (p) 6=  then append id to opseq (p)
if lastop(p) = ? then append id to opseq (B)
if opseq (p) =  ^ lastop(p) 6= ? then
insert id after lastop(p) in opseq (B)
if lastop(p) 6= ? then lastop(p) id
if dirty (p) then uncommitted (p) uncommitted(p) [ fid g
done done [ fid g

Internal ush (p)

Pre: None
E : if dirty (p) then
val (B) val (p)
dirty (p) false
uncommitted(p) ;
append opseq (p) to opseq(B)
opseq(p) 
val (p) ?
lastop(p) ?

Internal load (p)
Pre: :dirty (p)

E : val (p) val (B)
lastop(p) the last element of opseq (B)

Proof. (Sketch) By induction on the length of an execution. Notice that uncommitted (p)
and opseq (p) are modi ed together since dirty (p) () opseq (p) 6= .

We now de ne Opseq to be the set of sequences that are opseq (B) followed by
the concatenation of opseq (p) for all p 2 P in any order. (This is a derived state
variable.) We will show that every serialization in Opseq is a possible serialization
for all the operations in done that is consistent with the speci ed dependencies
and the returned values.

Invariant16. For Backer: For all 2 Opseq, is a serialization of done.
De ne a partial order B such that id B id 0 if id  id 0 for all 2 Opseq .
We show that B includes c for the operations in done .
Lemma 17. For any reachable state s of Backer, if s ! s0 then B in s0 includes
B in s.
Invariant18. For Backer: If proc (id ) = p and lastop (p) =6 ? then id B lastop (p).
Invariant19. For Backer: For all id ; id 0 2 done, if id 0 2 prev (id ) then id 0 B id.
Invariant20. For Backer: For all 2 Opseq, is consistent with c .
Proof. Since 2 Opseq , is a serialization of done that includes B . Using the
previous invariant, we can show that for all id ; id 0 2 done , if id c id 0 then
id B id 0 , and thus id  id 0, so id 0 6 id .
We now show that the serializations in Opseq are consistent with the values
returned. To do so, we de ne a function assocval : I  I  as follows: If is a
sequence of unique identi ers containing id then assocval (id ; ) = v if op (id ) =
write(v) or op (id ) 2 fread ; noop g and either id is the rst element of and v = v0
or v = assocval (id 0 ; ) where id 0 is the immediate predecessor of id in . Another
way of saying this is that assocval (id ; ) is the value written immediately before
id in , or v0 if there are no writes precede id in .
First, we note that for any id 2 done and 2 Opseq , assocval depends only
on the particular opseq that contains id .

Invariant21. For Backer: For all 2 Opseq, id 2 done:
{ If id 2 uncommitted
(p) then assocval (id ; ) = assocval (id ; opseq (p))
{ If id 2 done Sp2P uncommitted (p) then assocval (id ; ) = assocval (id ; opseq (B))
Proof. (Sketch) This follows because the rst element of opseq (p) is always a
write if opseq (p) 6= .

The next two invariants say that assocval gives the value that would be read
by a read operation.
Invariant22. For Backer: If opseq (p) 6=  then lastop (p) is the last element of
opseq (p) and val (p) = assocval (lastop (p); opseq (p)).

Invariant23. For Backer: If opseq (B) 6=  then val (B) = assocval (id ; opseq (B)),
where id is the last element of opseq (B).
Thus, the value returned by any read is the value of assocval for that operation
for any 2 Opseq :
Invariant24. For Backer: For all id 2 done such that op (id ) = read, return-value (id ) =
assocval (id ; ) for all 2 Opseq.

Theorem 25. Backer  gSC
Proof. (Sketch) The trivial relation between states with identical prev , pending ,
done , and return-value state components is a simulation. To see this, notice that
this is okay for the start states. The request and response actions simulate the same
actions in gSC , and the do-operation (id ; p) action simulates do-operation (id ; v; ),
where 2 Opseq and v = retval (id ; ). The ush and load actions correspond
to no action in gSC . We know that the do-operation (id ; v; ) action is enabled by

the invariants. It is easy to check that the correspondence is maintained in the
post-states of the two steps.

8 Discussion
We have presented a uni ed framework for understanding precedence-based memory models, which we hope can serve as a foundation to understanding more
general memories. Because this framework is completely formal, we can prove the
correctness of algorithms, and make rigorous comparisons between various proposed models. We believe that the careful de nition and characterization of the
serial semantics of data will also be helpful in understanding memory, and how
algorithms can exploit speci c classes of data, particular read/write memories.
Many people have proposed di erent memory models (see [1] for an overview),
but only a few have proposed a uni ed framework that can be used to compare
di erent models. Gibbons and Merritt [8] present a framework to specify nonblocking shared memories, and they do so at roughly the same level as we do.
Attiya, et al [2] present a higher level framework which also considers the control
operations in programs. However, both still model processes explicitly, and thus
would not be able to model the Cilk system, for example. Furthermore, while it
is important to be able to reason about programs eventually, rather than simply
the sequence of operations actually requested of the memory, this requires some
assumptions about the expressiveness of the programming language, and this is
still an area of active research.
This work continues in the direction of Fekete, et al [5] and Blumofe, et al [3] in
allowing memory models without explicit processes, but can still express models
with explicit processes. It is not intended to express all memory models, however,
since this task has proven to be very dicult. Rather, it is intended as a rst step
in trying to understand the essential properties of memory models in a coherent
framework.
One direction that we believe will be very helpful to explore is how exclusivity
requirements, such as mutual exclusion, or read/write locks, can be incorporated

into this framework. A more modest goal would be to characterize di erent synchronization primitives in this framework, and whether the various primitives being proposed by be handled within this framework, or if they have some additional
exclusivity requirements.
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